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. A primary object of this invention is to pro 
vide a Yankee drier capable of operating safely 
at steam pressures materially in excess of these 
heretofore found practicable. ‘ 
To this prîmary end the invention contem 

plates a novel structural design calculated to 
eliminate the critical points of failure and to 
avoid in large part the hazards existing in driers 
of conventional form and responsible for the in 
ability of those driers to operate With reasonable 
safety at higher steam pressures. 
Another and more speci?c object of the inven 

tion is to provide improved and readily accessi 
ble meansfor distribution‘ of steam within the 
drier and for removal of condensate. 
The invention resides further in certain struc 

tural details and devises hereinaf‘ter described 
and illustrated in the attached drawings where 
m: 

Fig. 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of a drier 
made in accordance With the invention, said sec 
tion being taken on the line l—l of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view on the line 2—2, Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional 

view illustrating certain details of structure;~ 
Fig. 4 is a view in perspective of one of the 

elements of the structure; 
Fig. 5 is a sectional view on the line 5——5, Fig. 

1, and 
Fig. 6 is a line diagram;illustrating graphically 

the inter-relation of certain elements of the 
structure, as hereinafter more fully set forth. 
The conventional Yankee drier consists of a 

cylindrioal cast iron shell mounted on journals 
through the medium of dished heads, said shell 
and heads forming together a cylindrioal drum. 
Steam is introduced through the journals to the 
interior of the cylinder subjecting the entire in 
ternal area to full steam pressure. Condensate 
is removed by scoops which operate either as dip 
pers or, in the blow-through type of removal, as 
intake nozzles. 
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This type of construction possesses certain un« ' 

desirable characteristics. (1) The pressure act 
ing on the heads produces stresses and deflec 
tions of the heads which are transmitted through 
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the rim bolts or studs to the shell; (2) Accumu— ~ . 
lation of condensate may occur in the large in- ‘‘ 
terior space of the drier causing dangerous load 
ing and creating additional hazard in event of 
failure in the possibility of the accumulated water 
flashing into a large volume of steam. Even if 
condensate accumulation is not present at the 
time of failure the contained steam alone may 
expand t0 a large volume when freed from the 
cylinder; ‘(3) There is di?iculty in maintaining 
concentricity at the outer edges of the shell due 
in part to head de?ection; (4) Utilization of a 
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small number of relatively spaced scoops tends 
to result in the creation of local hot spots in the 
shell where the exhaust steam sweeps the drier 
surface, With resultant uneven drying of the pa 
per; (5) There are points of critical wea’kness. 
While some failures of Yankee driers have oc 
curred in the head, the majority are in the outer 
shell, and these latter failures almost invariably 
occur at the edges of the shell and usuallyat a 
rim boit or stud. . 

All of the foregoing factors have contributed 
to a necessity for employing relatively low steam 
pressures. As previously set forth, the present 
invention provides a drier structure which, by 
eliminating the aforedescribed hazards and areas 
of critical weakness, permits the safe use of ma 
terially higher steam pressures within the drier 
than have heretofore been found practical. The 
invention also corrects in substantial degree the 
several faults above enumerated of the prior con 
ventional type of drier. 
With reference to the drawings, the improved 

drier consists of an outer cylindrioal shell I of 
cast iron, which metal provides the best creping 
surface, and an inner shell 2 which is made of 
steel so as to meet the standard speci?cations for 
un?red pressure vessels. These shells are spaced 
apart through the medium of hollow rims 3 and 
4, one at each end, which serve also as annular 
steam chambers. The rims and shells are con 
centrically mounted, through the medium of 
spokes 5, upon a central axle 6, said axle com 
prising journal elements 1 and 8, from which the 
said spokes radiate, and an intermediate hollow 
shait 9 which extends between and unites the said 
journals. Steam is introduced through the jour 
nal 1 by way of a pipe 1 l which is secured to the 
outer end of the journal through the medium of 
a ?ange [2 and screws l3, as hereinafter more 
speci?cally described. From the journal mem 
ber ‘l, steam passes through a port I4 to the 
hollow shaft 9, thence through the spokes 5 at 
both ends of the structure to the rims 3 and 4, 
and from these hollow rims through apertures l5 
and l6 to the space I 1 between the shells I and 2. 
As shown in Fig. 2, the apertures l5 are uniformly 
spaced in annular series around the inner side 
of the rim 3, and the apertures 16 are correspond 
ingly arranged in the rim 4. 
To remove condensate and reduce the thickness 

of water ?lm on the shell, exhaust steam is evacu 
. ated frcm the chamber Il by way of a plurality 

of nozzles l8. These nozzles project from pipes 
l9, a plurality of which extend longitudinally in 
the interior of the steam chamber H and are 
connected at one end through pipes 21 and 22 
and ports 20 With the interior of the journal 8. 
Exhaust steam discharges through the journal 



and through a pipe 23 secured within the latter. 
The nozzles I3 have their outer ends l8by ar 
ranged in close proximity to the inner surface 
of the outer shel1 l 50 as to restrict the open 
ings through which the steam must pass in enter 
ing the nozzles, and preferably the outer ends of 
the nozzles are formed, as shown in Fig. 4;, with 
lugs [30L which preclude approach of the ends of 
the nozzle to the inner surface of‘the s'hell't‘o an 
extent reducing said openings beyond a predeter« 
mined minimum. By reason citheserest?ctions; 
the steam enters the nozzles at high velocity and 
sweeps the water from area2s of the inner surface 
of the outer shell adjacent to ‘the n‘ozzle ;tips. 
Since the exhaust steam can enter the n'ozales 
from all directions approximately in the plane 
of the drier surface the aforesaid sweeping action 
is effective over a circular area surrounding each 
nozzle. ‘ The nozzl‘es are closely spaced so that‘ 
the combined area thus sweptmay in aggregate 
cover substantiaily the entire inner surface of 
the shell. The exhaustingsteam carries with it 
the condensate which is Similarly exhausted 
through the journal 3 and pipe 23 as described. 
Opposite the outer end of each *of the spokes 

5 is a tie rod.'24. 'These rods are secured under 
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of the boss 4l. Suitable packing 44 is inserted 
between the said outer end of the boss 4l and the 
bottom of the.recess in ‘the cap 36' so as to seal 
the opening 43. A corresponding connection, sec 
Fig. 1, is estabiished between the pipe l9 and the 

- rim 3 with the exception that in this case the L 
?tting 39 is replaced by a terminal cap 45 which 
?ts into the packing recess on the inner side of 
the cap 33 and into which the screw 42 is thread 
ed as described. ‘By tightening the screws 42 at 
the opposite ends of the pipe I!) the latter is 
placed under tension between the rims 3 and 4. 
In the present instance the ?ttings 45 are pro» 
vided .With‘projecting bosses 45 which can be 
utilized in applying or rem0ving the terminal 
cap .to the pipe [9. 

Since the pressure component carried by the 
tie rods'and pipes is reiatively small, it may be 
desirable in some instances to eliminate the tie 
rods and to remove the tensile stress from the 
pipes.‘ In such event the pressure forces may 
be carried by one of ‘the shells and the rigidity cf 

" the head structure. 

25 

tension, by means of nuts 25 and 26 at the re— g‘): 
spective ends thereof, in the outer walls of the " ' 
rims 3 and 4, and extend longitudinally through 
the chamber Il. ‘The rods pass through aper 
tures 27 and 28 ‘in the inner walls of the rims 3 
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and 4, which apertures correspond to the aper- .. ~ 7 
‘ opening around the pipe "2|. The r‘im 3 is simi turesl‘5 and 15 ’previously described.‘ These rods, 

in conjunction ‘with the pipes l9, act under ten 
sion to carry the relatively small component of 

‘the pressure of the steam in the chamber I‘! 
The outer ' which tends ‘topsepara‘te the rims. 

shell 1 ’is stifïened by inwardly project‘îng inte 
gral ?anges ‘.29, and the rims 3 and 4 are se-, 
cured to these ?anges by screws "31 which pass 
through outwardly extending Ilanges 32 on the 
said rims and through :the ?anges 29 and are 
-threaded into a segmented‘re’taining ring 33, the 
segments of said ring seating against the inner 
faces of the ?anges 29 as best ‘illustrated in ~, 
Fig. 3. 
The manner in which‘t‘he nozzle pipes or'mani 

folds _l.9 may be secäured under tension in ‘the 
rims 3_and 4., is‘best shown‘in Fig. 3. The outer 
walls .of the rims are provided with a series of 
uniform‘ly spaced elongated apertures 34w‘hic‘h 
are located respectivciy approximately mid-way 
between the points wherethespokes join the rim. 
The location and arrangement of these apertures 
34 is well illustrated in Fig. 2. The apertures 
are dimensioned and positioned *so that the re 
spective pipes i'3 With their n0zzles may *be in 
serted ’therethrough into the chamber ‘H, and 
for this purpose corresponding apertures 35 are 
provided in the inner Walls of :the said rims. The 
apertures 34 are norma;ily closed by cover cle 
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As shown most clearly in Fig. 3 the outer ends 
of the pipes 2l are threaded into the respective 
?ttings 39, and the inner peripherai wall of the 
rim 4 is provided with a series -of apertures for 
passage of the said pipes 2i into the interior of 
the rim. Each of these opening's;which are des 
ignated in Figure 3 by the referencenumeral ‘41, 
is provided with a stu?îng ‘box indicated gener 
ally by the reference numeral 48 which seais the 

larly provided with series of openings corre 
sponding to the opehings 41 and to the ports 2!) 
which receive the pipes 22, said openings and 
ports being desighated by the same reference nu 
merals, but in the rim 3 these openings are nor 
mally closed by means of suitable caps 49 and 55 
screwed to the rim. 
In accordance with the present invention, the 

inner shell 2 is mounted on the rims 3 and 4 
through the mediu'm of ?oating joints designated 
generally by the reference numeral 51. One part 
of the joint is formed ïby a ?ange—like annular 
projection 52 having its outer face 35 incl’ined 
to the axis of the roll. The other part ofthe 
joint is'formed by an in—turned ?arige 54 at*the 

' end of the inner shell 2, the inner faces 55 of the 
?anges 54 ‘being inclined in conïormity With the 
face 53 of the ?ange 52 and seating upon the 

. latter. The joint between the faces ‘53 and 55 is 
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sealed‘by a ?exible sealin’g ring 56 which is se 
cured at the inner end of the joint with its inner 
and outer peripheral edges secured by screws 
51 and 58 to the ?anges 52 and 54 respectively. 

> This sealbeing ?exible is ÔÎ a character to a?ord 
" limited relative movement between the rims and 

monts 33 which are secured against the outer _, 
Walls -of the rims .by screws .31, and each .of the 
caps 3(ihas on its ‘inner face a ;projecting an 
nular wal1 '38 which forms a .recess on the in 
side of the cap functioning for a purpose ‘herc 
inafter -described. 1E’ach of the pipes 19 ‘has ‘at 
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the inner shell. 7 

The locus of a point on the end »of the inner 
she1l moving as a result -of thermal expansion 
is a line theyslope of which is determined bythe 
relation of'the diameter of the shell to its length. 
Byproper determination of this locus, it *is pos—' 
sible to design the joint 51 so that expansion 
of the shell and rims wili>not open the joint i. e. 

.. so that the surfaces 53 and 55 will remain in 
one end an L ?tting 39 which is attached by 
.threads to the pipe 
outer end a .projecting ‘boss 4l which ?ts into the 
aforesaid .recess embraced bythewa?l 33 on the 

19 and which has at its’ 
70 

associated cap 36 as _previously set fort-h. A . 
, screw 42 passes through an aperture 43 in the 
cap’ 35 and through the a‘foresaid recess and is 
threaded .into a tapped hole in the outer face 

contact With each'other during the heating pe 
riod from room temperature to the full operat 
ing temperature of the roll. In this respect, it 
should be notedthat the crosssections of the 
elements of the ‘head members of the roll iri 
cludingt‘he journals, thespokes, and the rims are 
preferably kept as nearly equal in thickness as 
possible so as to obtain a substantiaily uniform 
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rate of heating and resultant ‘expansion; and 
that the entire structure with the exception of 
the outer shell is subjected to substantia?y full 
steam pressure and temperature. The outer 
shell, while subjected to full steam pressure will 
be cooled by the application of the wet web. 
‘The axial expansion of the steei inner shell 

may be expressed as follows: 

ga=L><C’(T2—-T) 
where 

e:.=axial expansion 
‘L=length of shell 
C=coei?cient of expansion for stee1 
T=room temperature, and 
rTz=operating temperature. , 

The radial expansion of the shell will be: 

Cr=RXC(TQ—T) 
where R=radius of the shell. 

It may be assumed that one-hait of the axial 
expansion will occur at each end of the shell. The 
said slope will, therefore, be the ratio of the ex 
pansion or 

‘where ais the angle of the locus, neglecting radial 
de?ection due to pressure, and D is the mean 
diameter of the shell. The equation is iilustrated 
geometrically in Fig. 6 wherein alpha corresponds 
to the angle formed between the surfaces ‘53, 55 
‘(as shown in Fig. 3) and the rotary axis of the 
drier. 
The central journal 1, the hollow shaft 9, the 

spokes 5, and the rims 3 and 4 may be practical 
ly considered as a unitary structure since ail are 
of the same material and are securely fastened 
together. The surface 53 is also determined as 
the loci of points moving due to thermal ex 
pansion and a similar calculation applied to the 
above structure considered as a unit will deter 
mine the slope as the ratio of D/L. _ " 

It will be seen that regardless of a di?’ere'nce 
in coefficient of expansion each point on the shell 
and rime will follow the line defined by D/L, and 
as a result the joint will remain tight without re 
‘straining the expansion and with consequent 

The ?exible seal 56 will ' avoidance of stresses. 
prevent the escape of any small quantity of steam 
which might ?nd its way through the joint. 
With further reference to the pipes I9, it will 

be noted that by reason of the fact that all con 
nections are external or readily accessible, the ‘ ' 
pipes may be installed and as readily rcmoved 
without affecting the rest of the structure. In 
the assembly operation, the nozzles, pipe, terminal 
_?tting 45, and L 39 may be assembled and then 
inserted between the shell through one cf the 
cpenings 34. This sub-assembly after insertion 
is rotated through an angle 01’ 90° to the ?nal po 
sition and the packing and coverplates installed 
and secured. The pipe 2| is then inserted 
through the aperture 41 and threaded into the ‘ 
L after which the packing is inserted and the 
gland drawn tight. Finally the S pipe 22 is in 
stalled between the nipple and the hub casting 
and is bolted fast to complete the connection. 
Dismantling may be quickly accomplished by re 
versing this procedure and may be accomplished 
without waiting for the drier to cool. 
The aforedescribed' drier structure has certain 

advantageous features which may be summarized 
as ‘follows: ' 
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1‘. Distortion at the ends of the heated outer 
shell is resisted by a stiffening ring or ?ange 
through which the shell is fastened to a heavy 
rim section in a manner approaching an integral 
structure.‘ ‘ : , 

2. The bolt arrangement is such that the 
stresses therein are limited substantially to those 
‘01’ “drawing up,” all the load being carried di 
rectly by the rim section. ‘ 

3. Forces due to weight or external load are 
transmitted to the journals through the spokes 
radially in a plane perpendicular to the axis and 
‘close to the bearing support, thereby reducing 
bending moments to a minimum. 
4 ‘ci. Both end pressure and water load are re4 
duced to a practical minimum by employing a 
double shell. This reduces stress and de?ection 
in the heads and shell and also reduces the hazard 
of large volumes of escaping steam shou‘ld fail 
ure occur. 
‘5. Tie rods and the pipes 19 may be used to 

carry end pressure forces rather than utilizin“g 
the outershell and heads thereby further reduc 
ing stresses and de?ections in the heads and 
shell. 

6. Provision has been made to equalize expan 
sion where possible and to provide an expanding 
joint between dissimilar metals whereby varia 
tiens in expansion will not produce undue 
stresses. 

7. Steam is introduced between the shells from 
a ‘large number of apertures to provide uniform 
distribution and does not impinge on the outer 
shell, which avoids creation of hot spots. 

8.‘ The condensate-removal nozzles are designed 
and located to produce‘ exhaust steam velocities 
‘s‘u?îcient to sweep a circular area about each noz 
‘zle. A number of nozzles are provided so that the 
area swept by each may overlap the area swept 
by an adjoining nozzle thus sweeping substantiel 
ly the entire shell surface to reduce the water 
?lm thickness and increase heat transfer. 

9. The condensate removal system has been de 
signed for accessibility and easy removal to re 
duce operating delays when maintenance is re 
quired. ‘ 

Reference is hereby made to U. S. application 
Serial No. 555,146 ?led Sept. 21, 1944 now Patent 
No. 2,563,692 of which this application is a divi 
sion. 
‘ ‘ We claim: 

1. A drier of the rotary cylinder type compris 
ing a cylindrical shell forming the peripheral 
surface‘ of the drier, means for admitting pres 
surèsteam to the interior of the shell, and exhaust 
conduit means for said steam including a mulà 
tiplîCity of exhaust ports distributed over sub 
stantially the entire inner surface of said shell, 
said ports being direct€d radially toward and in 
immédiate proximity to the inner surface of said 
shell so that the steam in passing to said ports 
will flow at high velocity over and in contact with 
said surface. 

2. A drier, in accordance with claim 1 wherein 
the ‘said discharee ports are de?ned by open 
ended nozzles which project radially from said 
conduit means into close proximity to the inner 
surface of said shell. 

3. A drier of the rotary cylinder type compris 
ing a cylindrical shell forming the peripheral 
surface of the drier, end walls for said shell, 
means for admitting steam to the interior of said 
shell, a plurality of pipes mounted in said shell 
and having each a plurality of nozzles, said nozzles 
and pipes being distributed in substantiallly uni 



Iormpæ;terri thitoughout the‘2interiorof said s11e11 
and ,e’onstitutingzmeans forex_haust 0f steam and 
'aondensate from the latter, and said -nozz1es pro 
,iee1äng toward'the inner surface of said she1l-with 
their intake openings directed radially toward 
and in æ1oso'proximity to the inner surface of said 
sha11 whereby the steam diseharged into said 
æop??ings Wil‘1 sWeep a substantial -area.of the said 
inner surface around eachofthe nozzles to there 
by-zef?ectively reduce the water ?lm on said sur 
face. 7 ' 

' inca drier of the rotary cy1inder type, 1 an 
enter .cy1i‘ndriea1 shell, ;an -inner she11 I‘adia1lY 
spaced from the outer .shell 50 as :to provide there 
bgtweèn 'a steam chamber, end wal1s ‘for said 
eham’ber’c, :means for ‘admitting steam to said 
chamber; and exhaust conduit means extendin‘g 
into said’ chamber through a wall thereof and 
having a multiplieity o,f ports - distributed 
throughout the chamber for discharge of steam 
and eondensate from the latter, said ports ‘being 
diræee*?e‘d radially toward-and in immediate proxi 
mi’üyto the :inner surface .of :the outer she1l. 
" 5, A drier aoeordance >with claim 4wherein 
means is provided for admitting steam SÎIÏIÜ1? 
taneomly to :both ;ends of said chamber. 
' 26.‘ -A drier inaccordance with claim 4 wherein 
the,said diseharge’ports are de?ned byepen ended 

’ nozzles which project radially from said conduit 
meang into close proximity to the inner surface 
of :the outer shell. ' , ' r 

=rî.'In a ldrier of the rotary cy1inder type, an 
enter pylindricalïshell, an inner coaxial ‘shel1 

8 
Ësupporting usaid ïshe1ls ofzor rotation about ;the 
.common axis, said.means including a holiow J3}IÏ" 

nu1ar rimmember .at ;each endzof the shè’11s oonnecting the 1atter,x-means operative‘ly asso 

eiated:with-:said rims for admitting steam to said 
chamber :by way of said rime, a plurality of pipes 
supported in said rims and .extending axially 
through the steam chamber, ;a phira1ity ofÿnozz1Bs 

( in each of said pipes,.,a ~p1ura1ity of ports in the 
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radially spa_ced from the outer shell 50 as to pro- , 
Ÿide"therebetween a chamber for reception et 
steam, means for admitting steam to said cham 
ber,.a pluraiity ofpipes mounted in said chamber 
aridhaving each a pluralitär of nozzles, said nozz1es 
and pipes :being distributed in substantially uni 
fôrmpatternthroughout the chamber and con 
stituting means for exhaust of steam and con 
densate irom the latter, and said nozzles project 
ing toward the outer shell with their intake 
openjngs directed radia1ly toward and in close 
proxîmity to the inner surface of the shell where 
by the steam discharged into said openings W111 
swèÏep 'a;substan‘tial area of the said inner surface 
around each of the nozz1es to thereby effectivel 
reduce the water '?1m on said surface. ' 

8. In a drier of the rotary cylinder type, an 
outer cylindriçal shell, an inner co-axi’a} shell 
radiallyspaced from the outer. she1l so as to pro 

Ïvid‘e therebetwee?a steam chamber, hol1ow anà 
nular rim members at the ends of said chamber, 
said rim menibers eonnecting the sh€lls and hav 
ing ports opening to said chamber, a pair of hol 
1o‘xv journal elements and ho11ow spokes connect 
i-‘ng said journal e1ements with the respective rim 
members thereby to a?ord' passage for steam to 
said chamber, a series of pipes each supported in 
said rim membersand extending -axially through 
said chamber, said pipes being distributed in sub 
stantial uniformity about the circumference of 
the çhamber and *each carr—ying a p1ura?ty of 
-nçza1es 'pmjecting -outwa—rdly with their open 
fends direeted :radiauy toward and in close »prox—. 
imitÿ to'the inner surfaçepoi the said outer shell, 
and a duct extending from each of said pipes to 
one or said holiow journals _for disoharge -through 
th ?atter of ,steam and condensate from the said 

, radiant’, .-.spaced :from ‘the outer shell 50 as 130 pro 
Vi.dÿ a:steam ~chamber .tnerebetween. means .to.r 
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outer side of at least one of said rim members, 
said ports being in alignment With said pipe‘sand 
providing for insertion of the pipes and -nozzleg 
through the rim and into said chamber, ,means 
operative from,thetoutside .of said rims fer de 
tachably secu1‘*ing the pipes in the rime, and ».a 
detachab1e cover plate}forsaid ports. 

10. In a drier of the rotary cylinder type, an 
outer c'y‘lindricäil shell, an irlner co-axia1 s11e11 
radially spaced frromvthe,outer shell so as to pro 
vide therebetween a chamber for reception ,of 
steam, means for admitting stéam to said cham 
b,er,;a _p:1ura1ity .of pipes ;mounted in said cham 
ber; said,—pipes having open, ended nozz1es pro 
ieeting into*-c1oseproximity to and with the ter 
minal ports confronting the inner surface o_f said 
outer shell, said nozz1es and pipes constituting 
mean_s’_fgr exhaust of steam,andÿpondensate from ' 
the chamber, and means for :positive1y 1imiting 
the,sypaoing of the nozzle tips from the said inner 
Surface to _a predgétermined minimum. 

11.. In ,a drier of the rotary .oylinder type, an 
enter cy1indrica‘1 shell,, an inner co—axial shell 
radiauy spac‘e’d _fr_om the.outer s‘he1l so as to pro 
vide therebe‘tween asteam chamber, a rim mem 
ber at each end of said chamber uniting said 
shel1s, means for admitting steam ,to said cham- ' 
b,er,aplurality of pipes each having apertures in 
the wall thereof and constituting means for ex 
haustipg'steamv and condensate from said cham 
ber, said pipes extending ‘axially .through the 
interior of said chamber and bein_g spaced,cir 
ç1nnferentia?y wit‘hin said chamber, means ex 
tending between the ends of.said pipes and said 
rim members" and. .secured thereto for securing 
said pipes under_tension ‘betWeen the said rim 
members,a plurality of .tie rods positioned re 
spectively betWeen adjacent pairs of said circum« 
feæntial_ly-spaced pipes, and.means for securing 
said ti_cæ?rods_under tension between said rim 
members. ' 

' ' HARRY M. OS’I‘ERTAG. 
JOHN H. .MASSHARD.. 
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